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ABSTRACT

TheFiberOptic Survey System(FOSS)is anunder-
water vehicle designed for high resolution observation
of the seafloor. Towed with the standard 17.3 mm
(0.68 inch) fiber optic, electromechanical cable at
speeds up to 1 m/s (2 knots), i t may be deployed at
depths from 100 meters to 6000 meters in wave condi-
tionsup to seastate4. Theseparametersresultin large
variations in deployed cable length, towing angle,
stati c cable tension and cable/vehi cle dynamic
response to wave induced ship motions that are trans-
mi tted into the cable. Computer model ing of the
cable/vehicle system indicates that certain combina-
tions of towing parameters result in excessive vehicle
motion or high dynamic cable tension. This paper
addressestheeffectivenessof heavecompensators,par-
ticularly a bobbing crane, in reducing induced motion
and cable tension. Both a passive and a combination
active/passive systemhave beenconsidered.Modeling
results indicate that the passive system reduces high
dynamic cable tensions, but eliminating induced vehi-
cle motion requires an active component.

1 INTRODUCTION

Towedunderwatervehiclesandinstrumentsareused
extensively for exploring theocean.Examplesinclude
biologicalsampling,sonarmappingof theseafloorand
underwater photography. A concern in any towed sys-
tem is its response to ship motion that is transmitted
into the tow cable. Since lateral motion is quickly
dampenedby drag,theprimaryconcernis axialmotion
of thecable. Axial cablemotionmayinducemotionof
the vehicle that disrupts its ability to perform a task or
collect quality data. Worse, generated dynamic ten-

sionsmaycombinewith thestatictensionto exceedthe
cablebreakingstrengthor resultin fatiguefailureat the
cable termination. As seas increase, the risk of cable
failure increases and the tow system may have to be
retrieved, resulting in costly delays in completing a
survey or scientificstudy. Integratingaheavecompen-
sator wi th the towed system can reduce the ship
induced vehicle motion and dynamic cable tensions.
This mayallow thesystemto bedeployedduringwave
conditions that would otherwise require retrieval.

Heave compensators have been used in the ocean
drilling industry and in towed systems for some time.
Types of heave compensation systems include: con-
stant tension winches, ram tensioners and bobbing
cranes. Many of these systems are passive in that they
respond to the ship motion and changes in cable ten-
sion rather than being driven based on measurements
of these values. With a towed vehicle system, an
attemptis madeto keeptheshiptow pointstationaryor
to deploy andretrieve cableto compensatefor theship
motion. With the exception of the constant tension
winch (Mitchell, 1992), these compensators include
pneumatic and/or hydraulic systems that store energy
as tension increases. This energy is used to return the
compensator to i ts ori gi nal posi ti on as tension
decreases. Initially, the fluid system pressure must be
set to support the static load, which is based on the
towing parameters. As towing condi tions such as
deployed cable length change, the system pressure
must be modi fied to balance the new static load.
Another important consideration is the range of the
heave compensator. Sufficient compensator range is
requiredto ensurethatthecompensatorwill not reacha
travel l imi t, which would resul t in high dynamic
tensions.Shipmotionis dependentonwaveconditions
andtheshipresponseto thewaves. Therequiredcom-
pensatorrangemaybeestablishedbasedonknowledge
of ship response and planned maximum sea state.

The type of heave compensator selected of ten
depends on the application’s requirements. In some
casestheheavecompensatormayberequiredonly dur-
ing short term operations such as launch and recovery.
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Theramtensionerwith multiple wrapsof cablearound
two sheaves with variable separation is ideal for this
application or for short term operations near the sea-
floor such as borehole re-entry. One of the sheaves is
mounted on pistons that sl ide inside cyl inders con-
nected to a pneumatic or hydraulic system. Increases
in cable tension are minimized because the moving
sheave slides toward the stationary sheave to deploy
additional cable as tension increases. In addition, the
sheave motion increases pressure in the fluid system,
which pushes the moving sheave back to the equilib-
rium position, retrieving cable, when cable tension
decreases.Liu (1983)reportsasignificantreductionin
dynamic tension and elimination of snap loads with a
ram tensioner during sea tests simulating a salvage
operation. A ram tensioner is less useful for continu-
ous towing operations because it may lead to bending
fatigue failures of the tow cable at the ram tensioner.

Much of the work on heave compensation has been
focused in the area of ocean dril l ing (Azpiazu 1983,
Butler 1971 and Niedzwecki 1988). Long drill strings
suspendedfrom shipsaresubjectedto high staticloads
and generation of a resonance condition could lead to
costlyfailures. Heavecompensatorsdesignedfor drill-
ing systems must have the capacity to handle the large
loads and have sufficient stroke to compensate for
extreme ship motions. The design is somewhat facili-
tated by the continuous vertical orientation of the drill
string,to which thecompensatoris aligned,andby the
lack of a size limit on the heave compensator, which
may be an integral part of the dri l l ship. Typically,
dril l ing ship compensators use the ram tension tech-
niquewith thedrill pipeattachedto thepistons.A long
stroke is requiredbecausethisdesigndoesnothave the
advantage of multiple wraps of cable, as in tensioners
used for towed systems.

Thebobbingcranecompensatorhasbeenstudiedby
Kidera (1983) and Hover (1993 and 1994). Kidera
designed a passive bobbing crane compensator for a
towed instrument array that had previously been lim-
i ted to low sea state operation because of vertical
motion of the cable. The compensator was optimized
for the lightweight instrument array, which maintained
a verticalorientationwith a depressor. Thelow weight
of thesystemallowedutilization of a low stiffnesssys-
tem(naturalfrequency of 25sec),anda largestroke of
8 m allowed operation in higher sea states. Kidera
reports 96% reduction in vessel induced vertical
motion in sea state 5. Hover’s research into using a
passive bobbing crane compensator wi th a towed
underwater vehicle more closely matches our applica-
tion with FOSS. His investigations showed important
parameters that must be considered in designing this
type of system and addressed l i mi tat i ons i n
performance.

2 Fiber Optic Survey System

In the investigation of heave compensation for
FOSS, reducing dynamic tensions has been a priority
over reducing vehicle motions. Heave compensation
for launch and recovery operations has not been con-
sidered because the cable handling system will soon
include a tension limiting winch for these operations.
Theuniquecharacteristicsof FOSSthatcomplicatethe
heave compensator design are its large weight and
varying towing angle. These are directly opposite the
parameters Kidera (1983) faced when designing his
bobbingcranesystem,but thesametypeof compensa-
tor has been pursued for FOSS because it minimizes
bend cycling of the cable.

The FOSS heave compensator must have sufficient
range and capacity for continuous operation in wave
conditions up to sea state 4. The signi ficant wave
height (peak-to-peak) in sea state 4 ranges from 1.5 to
2.5meters.Theprobablewaveperiodis 9 seconds,but
the wave period ranges from 6-17 seconds. The maxi-
mum heave motion of the ship was estimated based on
a weekly wave (1/70000) that is 2.4 times the signifi-
cant wave height (U. S. Army, 1977) and maximum
shipresponseamplitudeoperatorof 1.3. Thisresultsin
maximum significant heave at the fantail of 3.2 meters
(p-p) and maximum heave of 7.6meters (p-p).

FOSSis anopenframevehicle5.2metersin length,
1.07 meters in width and 1.83 meters high capable of
deployment to 6000 meters. The frame is constructed
of stainlesssteelandaccountsfor aboutonethird of the
air weight of 31 kN. In water FOSS weighs approxi-
mately 20 kN. The major sensors on FOSS include 4
video cameras, two electronic sti l l cameras, two
35 mm film cameras, dual frequency side scan sonar,
sub-bottom profiling sonar and a CTFM forward look-
ing sonar. Thevehiclesizeandgeometryresultedfrom
maximizing the distance between the cameras and
l ights, the large number of sensors and a focus on
maintainability.

FOSS is towed at ship speeds up to 1 m/s (2 knots)
with the standard 17.3 mm (0.68 inches) diameter,
fiber optic, electromechanical cable. The high cable
breaking strength of 200 kN and torque balanced
design are achieved with three external layers of steel
armorwires. Thecablecorecomponentsinclude3 sin-
gle mode optical fibers and 3 copper conductors for
transmission of data and up to 12 kVA of electrical
power. The tow cable weighs 10.2 N/m in air and
7.8 N/m in water. The static load at the overboard
sheave varies from the vehicle water weight, 20 kN,
nearthesurfaceto approximately68kN with thevehi-
cle deployed to 6000 m. Cable angle at the overboard
sheave depends on both speed and depth as shown in
Figure 1. It varies from 90° (straight down) to 42°
from the horizontal.
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FOSS may be towed from ships of opportunity and
thereforehassignificantdecksupportequipment.This
includes two modified shipping containers: the vehicle
maintenancevan,andthemissioncontrolmodulefrom
which FOSSis controlledandall sensordatais viewed
and recorded. Other deck equipment includes a palle-
table 112 kW (150 hp) cable handl ing system with
both diesel and electrohydraulic power supplies and a
standard marine crane from which FOSS is towed. A
heave compensation crane designed for FOSS must be
easily broken down for shipment.

3 COMPUTER MODEL

A computermodelwasusedto studythebehavior of
theFOSSsystemaspresentlytowedfrom afixedcrane
and to investigate the possible performance improve-
ments available through the use of various compensat-
ing systems. A time domain model was selected to
account for the non-linear behavior of a bobbing crane
compensator and for the quadratic vehicle and cable
drag. The model is divided into four main parts: a
cable,a vehicle,a sourceof assumedshipmotionsand
an optional compensator.

The cable and vehicle models are borrowed directly
from Hover (1990) and Triantafyl lou (1990), where
they aredescribedin detail. Thecableis modeledasa
two dimensional plane system. The initial cable shape
and tension as a function of depth are determined in a
static solution based on vehicle mass and drag, cable
massanddrag,tow speedandany additionalwatercur-
rents (no additional currents were used for this work).
The dynamic solution is computed as a perturbation of
the static solution, using the vehicle dynamics and
moti on of the surf ace tow poi nt as boundary
conditions. The cable parameters modeled are shown
in Table1.

Thelateral(normalto thecableaxis)motionsof the
cable are modeled as a series of fourier spatial compo-

nents added to describe the static and subsequent
dynamic shape, the contributions of the components
beingchangedin time. Thedynamicanalysisincludes
thetethermass,hydrodynamicaddedmassandnormal
drag. Hover (1990) found that 10 spatial frequency
componentsand30or morecablesegmentsyield suffi-
cient accuracy for conditions similar to those consid-
ered here.

The axial (tangential) movement of the cable is
modeled as a massless stiff spring. The result of this
assumption is that the dynamic part of the tension (the
deviation from the static solution) is everywhere the
same. This assumption is certainly valid if the natural
frequency of the cable (with one end fixed and the
other free) is much faster than the excitation (heave)
frequency. At shallow depths the cable natural fre-
quency is much higher than the wave frequencies; but
whenFOSSis towedatadepthof 6000metersat1 m/s
(requiring 8400 m of cable), the resonance period is
9 seconds, clearly in the range of possible wave
periods. The effect of this simplification in the time
domain model was studied with a simple, linear, one-
dimensional, frequency domain model of the system
(see Figure 2) in which the cable is represented as a
lossless transmission line so that the effect of its dis-
tributed mass could be analyzed. This model is based
on the Laplace transforms of the vehicle and compen-
sator impedances and uses a standard reflection coeffi-
cient representation of the cable (Adler, 1960). The
simplified model shows that including the distributed
cable mass is not essential for the study of the FOSS
system. The resonant amplitudes increase only 15-
30% and the resonant frequencies decrease less than
10% with respect to the response using the massless
cable in the time domain simulator, although future
work couldmodelthedistributedmassof thecablefor
greateraccuracy. In fact,thelargestdeparturefrom the
resultsof thetimedomainsimulationaredueto thelin-
earized drag used in the frequency domain model,
which supports the value of a model that accounts for
the non-linear effects.

Thevehicleprovidesthebottomboundarycondition
for thecableandis modeledasa bodywith theparam-
eters of Table 2. The particular motions of the vehicle
were not important for the purpose of this analysis so
onl y rudimentary properti es of the vehi cl e are
modeled. No effort was made to acquire a detailed
characterization of the vehicle behavior. The simplifi-

Figure 1. Cable Angle to Horizontal as a Function of Speed
and Depth
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Table 1. Cable Parameter s

Parameter Value Units

Diameter 17.3 mm

Modulus of Elasticity 62e9 N/m2

Density 4400 kg/m3

Normal Drag coefficient 1.6 -
Tangential Drag coefficient .08 -
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Figure 2. Simplified, One-dimensional, Frequency Domain Model of Ship, Compensator, Cable and Vehicle
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cations include: no righting moment, centered drag
forces, centered added mass components, a longitudi-
nally centered cable connection, and hydrodynamic
added mass equal to the vehicle mass.

The motions of the ship constitute the drive for the
simulation and form the boundary conditions for the
top of the cable when there is no compensation
system. With a compensator, the ship motions drive
the base of the compensator and the dynamics of the
compensator determine the cable drive. The model
allows any combination of surge and heave drive, but
for simplicity, we have only used heave inputs. The
ship is assumed to have infinite mass in that the forces
from the compensator and tow cable do not alter the
motion of the ship. As a further simplification, ship
pitch hasonly beenconsideredin termsof its effect on
heave. The FOSS system is generally towed from the
stern of a vessel, and thus there is a considerable arm
thataddsadditionalheavedueto pitch motions. How-
ever, because a typical ship from which FOSS would
be deployed only pitches a few degrees in sea state 4,
variations in the orientation of the crane compensator
base and its travel l imits are ignored. Of course the
ship is also the source of the tow speed, but for this
studya constanttow speedhasbeenusedandsospeed
only affects the initial static solution for the cable.

The heave compensator used for modeling is a bob-
bing crane, pictured in Figure 3 (showing the specific
parameters used in Section 6). This crane has the fol-
lowing modeled features and parameters:

• A boomwith length,mass,centerof gravity, anda
pivot at the base).

• Limits on theboomanglerange,alongwith anangle
of initial static balance.

• A pistonattachedto theboomontheline connecting
the boom pivot to the overboard sheave center, and
thebaseof thepistonconnectedto adefinedpoint in
the plane of the crane. If the actual location of the
pistontop is notonthepivot-to-sheave line, it canbe
so modeled by rotating both the piston top and base
abouttheboompivot until it doescoincidewith this
line.

• The piston has a spring rate, damping and static
friction. The piston spring rate is determined from
the change in fluid pressure as the piston extends
and retracts. The fluid pressure is calculated using
the polytropic law, , where is a con-
stant, is the polytropic exponent for the back-up
volume gas (Azpiazu, 1983) and is the back-up

Table 2. Vehic le Parameter s

Parameter Value Units

Weight in air 30250 N
Buoyant force 10234 N
Mass 3084 kg

MMOI about transverse axis 3084 kg-m2

Longitudinal added mass 3084 kg
Vertical added mass 3084 kg
Longitudinal location of cable connection 0.0 m
Vertical location of cable connection 0.5 m

Front face area 1.55 m2

Top face area 4.95 m2

Drag coefficient 1.1 -

PV( )α K= K
α

V
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Figure 3. Features of the Model Heave Compensating Crane

volume. Theratioof gasvolumeto cylindervolume
for aparticularsimulationwasbasedonamaximum
desired pressure change between piston mid-exten-
sion and minimum extension position. This was
control led with the model variable “ piston force
fraction” that represents the change in pressure as a
fraction of the mid-extension pressure. Piston
damping is proportional to velocity squared.

• A heelsheave with a diameteranda positionin the
plane of the crane near the base of the boom.
Because axial motions of the cable are so critical to
the effective spring rate seen by the cable and to the
resulting heave performance, it is important for the
model to properly account for the extension of the
cable wi th boom motion that occurs i f the heel
sheave isnot concentric with the boom pivot.

• An overboardsheave locatedat theendof theboom
with a given diameter.

During theinitializationof thecranemodel,thepro-
gram outputs various useful design data on the crane
and system being simulated, including: tether tension
asa functionof boomposition(from which springrate
can be determined), piston parameters and pressures
required,andsystemequilibriumspringratesandreso-
nant frequencies.

The crane model uses rectangular integration for
each time step, while the rest of the system is inte-
grated by Newmark’s method as discussed by Trian-
tafyllou (1990). Because the cable must be simulated
at time steps as small as 1 to 5 milliseconds due to its

rapid tension response, rectangular integration is suffi-
cient for the crane dynamics.

4  UNCOMPENSATED BEHAVIOR

In order to evaluate the simulated heave compensa-
tor performance, the behavior of FOSS in an uncom-
pensated mode was modeled. Figures 4a and 4b show
peak vehicle heave and peak-to-peak dynamic tension
(with maximum and minimum values printed adjacent
to correspondingpoints)for 1.5meterpeakheave input
at different wave periods and vehicle depths at a for-
ward speed of zero m/s. Figures 5a and 5b show the
same curves for a tow speed of 1 m/s. At long wave
periodsthecable/vehiclesystemactsasa stiff link, the
vehicle fol lows the ship motion and the generated
dynamic tensions are small for both tow speeds. With
shortwaveperiodsat largedepthsthevehiclemotionis
as much as 75% less than the ship motion and the
dynamictensionsareminimal. Themotionattenuation
resul ts f rom fi l tering by the cable/vehicle system
because the frequencies corresponding to these wave
periods are higher than the cable/vehicle system natu-
ral frequency. With short wave periods at shallower
depthsthereis asignificantresonancebandwith ampli-
fied vehicle motion and large dynamic tensions. At
depths between 500 and 2500 meters the vehicle
motions with no forward speed are 50% greater than
the ship motions and the peak dynamic tensions
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approachtheweightof thevehicle. At a forwardspeed
of 1 m/s the ampl i fication of vehicle motion and
dynamic tensions are slightly less than at no forward
speed,but it is probablethatthecablewill goslackand
snap loads wil l be generated if the vehicle is in this
depthrangein thesewaveconditionsatany tow speed.

The reduction in vehicle motion and peak dynamic
tensions as tow speed increases are evident in these
results and also in the passive compensator results of
Section 6. As towing speed is increased the cable
angle rotates away from the vertical axis so that only a
fraction of the heave motion is coupled into the cable.
However, fast towing should not be considered as a
temporary solution in an extreme motion and dynamic
loading condition without full knowledge of the ship
heaveand surge response as speed is increased.

Based on these results we have two major areas to
comparewith heavecompensatedbehavior. Thefirst is
the impact of heave compensation on the resonance
bandwith its amplificationof motionat thevehicleand
high dynamic tensions. The second is the lack of

motion attenuation at the vehicle at longer wave peri-
ods whose corresponding frequency is less than the
system natural frequency.

5 IDEAL COMPENSA TOR

Before analyzing a proposed compensator for
FOSS, it is instructive to consider the features of an
ideal compensator for comparison with characteristics
of a practical implementation. Some desirable charac-
teristics are mutually exclusive in practice and thus
inevitable trade-offs have to be made.

Ideally the cable is controlled at the surface so as to
impart no motion to the vehicle at the bottom. At first
this would seem to require that the surface tow point
move only with uniform horizontal translation in an
inertial frame. But as previously mentioned, lateral
motions of the cable are rapidly damped by the rela-
tively large normal drag on the cable; so in depths
exceeding a minimum of about 100 meters, it is only
necessaryto provide zeroaxial motionof thecable. In
contrast to lateral excitations, the cable readily slides

Figure 4a. Vehicle Heave

Figure 4b. Dynamic Tension
Uncompensated Response to 1.5 m Ship Heave at Zero Tow
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Figure 5a. Vehicle Heave

Figure 5b. Dynamic Tension
Uncompensated Response to 1.5 m Ship Heave at 1 m/s Tow
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axially andthevehicleis almostaswell coupledto the
surface in this mode as if the whole system were sus-
pended in air. Thus the first requirement for an ideal
compensator is to prevent axial motion of the cable at
the tow point; this can be accomplished in practice by
controlling the compensator to prevent any changes in
cable tension.

An ideal compensator wil l not have any limits in
stroke, and will have sufficient velocity and accelera-
tion to keep up with any wave induced ship motion in
themaximumseastatefor which it is designed.As an
example, a constant tension winch can satisfy both the
constant tension and unlimited stroke goals. On the
otherhand,a bobbingcraneor ramtensionerwill have
some limit to its travel and must be operated within a
safefractionof this travel to preventa largewave from
causing the compensator to reach a limit. Contact of a
compensator wi th a stop, even i f equipped with a
springor shockabsorber, will causevery largetensions
to beinducedin thecable,defeatinga primarypurpose
of thecompensator. Simulationhasshown thatevenan
absorber acting over 1/4 of the stroke is insufficient to
prevent excessive dynamic cable tensions. It is much
safer to reduce compensation over the entire stroke if
the goal is to reduce the likelihood of dangerous cable
tensions.

Two waysto reducecompensationareto introducea
non-zero spring rate or a non-zero damping (both rela-
tive to axial cable motion) to limit compensator travel
and return a controlled fraction of dynamic tension to
the cable. Following the lead of Hover (1994), who
uses a more analytical frequency domain technique,
Figures 6a, 6b and 6c summarize time domain simula-
tions of the separate and combined effects of adding
spring rate and damping to a compensator for a repre-
sentative wave period (10.5 sec) and deployed depth
(1000 meters). In Figure 6c, compensator travel is
shown asequivalentboommotionfor thecompensator
of Section 7. Near-zero spring or damping al lows
completefreedomof thecompensator, andno dynamic
tension or vehicle motion. As either spring rate or
damping reach a maximum, the compensator is effec-
tively locked, and dynamic tension and vehicle motion
are equivalent to when the there is no compensator.
Note that substantial reductions in vehicle motion
occur only for spring rates below 300 N/m and damp-
ing below 300 Ns/m. At intermediate values, there
may be a spring rate that resonates with the vehicle
mass, producing compensator travel, dynamic tension
and vehicle motion all in excess of the no compensa-
tion case. In contrast, increase in damping does not
produce such severe phenomena, and thus damping is
thepreferredcontrolmethod. Figure6b shows a hump
in tensionwith dampingnear100kNs/m;this behavior
is not predicted by the simplified model of Figure 2
and its origin has not yet been determined.

The adverse behavior with spring rate is due simply
to the resonance of the compensator spring with the
cable/vehicle mass. This resonance exists at a similar
frequency and Q regardless of whether the system is
modeled with a simple spring/mass, with a springy but

Figure 6a. Vehicle Heave

Figure 6b. Dynamic Tension

Figure 6c. Boom Travel
Ideal Compensation of Crane Showing Response to Various
Spring Rates and Damping with 1 m Ship Heave at 1000 m
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masslesscable,or with a cablehaving distributedmass
(as analyzed with the simple model). However, as
would be expected, the Q of the resonance is very
dependent on the damping in the system, particularly
the vehicle vertical drag; thus not al l systems may
exhibit this behavior.

Anotherimportantrequirementfor a compensatoris
to avoid cycl ic bending of the cable under tension.
This is most important for systems that require contin-
uous compensation at stable depths, which would oth-
erwise result in fatiguing the same spot on the cable.
Even if the strength member survives, the electrical
conductorsor opticalfiberscouldbedamaged.A bob-
bing cranecompensatorwith theheelsheave locatedat
the boom pivot and a fixed overboard sheave (in the
plane of the crane) subjects the cable (in three loca-
tions) to onebendingcycle (wrappingandunwrapping
of the cable on and off a sheave with boom angle
changes) for each wave. Systems that deploy and
retrieve cable to provide compensation, such as a ram
tensioner, constant tension winch and bobbing crane
with sheave not at the boom pivot, may subject the
cable to two or more bending cycles per wave, and in
some systems this occurs on each of many more
sheaves.

The compensator must be able to adjust to inten-
tional changesin thestaticloaddueto changesin vehi-
cle depth or tow speed, or due to movement of the
vehicle through the air-water interface. For a constant
tension winch, depth changes could be accommodated
by gradual changes in the tension set point so that the
cable is hauled in or payed out without exceeding the
winch’s speed range, thus preserving compensation
throughout the maneuver. For a ram tensioner or bob-
bing crane, compensator adjustments must be coordi-
nated with winch orders to avoid exceeding the stroke
limits.

A relatedrequirementof a limited stroke compensa-
tor is to maintainits averageoperatingpositionandnot
drift towarda limit. A (conceptually)simpleway to do
this is to maintain a low spring rate (in the cable axial
direction)sothatcompensatorforcedropswhenexcess
cable is retrieved and vice versa. The effect of this
strategy is discussed further in Section7.

Final ly, a compensator should meet the obvious
goals of requiring the least possible input power, dem-
onstrating high reliability particularly with regard to
cable damage or fai lure, and being safe to operate.
Safetyrequiresspecialattentiondueto thelargeenergy
involved in deep ocean systems. Special hazards
involved are large moving equipment on deck, high
tension cables, and large energy storage systems, par-
ticularly compressed gas in some implementations.
Safety must be evaluated for both normal operations
and failure scenarios.

6 PASSIVE HEAVE COMPENSATION WITH
A BOBBING CRANE

As part of the passive heave compensation analysis,
different crane parameters were evaluated in order to
optimize the design for FOSS. The final crane design
wasselectedbasedon bothcompensationperformance
and achievable design parameters. Table 3 shows the
final crane parameters used in the model.

Figure 7 shows a proposed crane design for the
FOSS vehicle that is slightly different from the model
configuration shown in Figure 3. The model allows a

straight boom that may be positioned without concern
for thecablepath,but arealcranerequiresaforkedand
curvedboomthatis clearof thecableandsheavesover
theentirerotationrange.Thechangein boomshapefor
the actual crane also requires a shift in the main piston
end positions. Both piston ends have been rotated a
fixedangleabouttheboompivot position.They remain
the same distance from the boom pivot, and the piston
extension and induced torque on the boom versus

Table 3. Crane Model P arameter s

Parameter Value Units

Boom rotation:
below horizontal 20 degrees
above horizontal 70 degrees

Boom length 7.23 m
Boom mass 2700 kg

Boom inertia 52800 kg-m2

Boom center of gravity from pivot
(1/2 boom length) 3.6 m

Piston pivot on boom from boom pivot
(1/4 boom length) 1.83 m

Piston base location:
vertically below pivot 1.5 m
horizontally aft of pivot 0.0 m

Piston force fraction (see Section3) 0.15 -

Piston damping 50000 Ns2/m2

Piston static friction 1000 N
Polytropic exponent (α) for air 1.44 -
Inboard sheave location:  centered at boom pivot
Sheave diameters 1.27 m

Figure 7. FOSS Bobbing Crane Configuration
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boom rotat i on are the same as i n the model
configuration. The proposed crane has other features,
suchasahingedboomandslewing capability, for deck
operations.

Basedon theuncompensatedbehavior of FOSS,the
two main needs of the heave compensation system are
elimination of the resonance band between 500 and
2500 meters at short wave periods and an overal l
reduction in vehicle motion. Figures 8a, 8b and 8c

Figure 8a. Vehicle Heave

Figure 8b. Dynamic Tension

Figure 8c. Boom Travel
Passive Compensated Response to 1.5 m Ship Heave at Zero
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Figure 9a. Vehicle Heave

Figure 9b. Dynamic Tension

Figure 9c. Boom Travel
Passive Compensated Response to 1.5 m Ship Heave at
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show vehicle heave, dynamic tension and boom rota-
tion with heave compensation at various wave periods
and depths for the zero forward speed condi tion.
Figures 9a, 9b and 9c show the same curves at a tow
speed of 1 m/s. In both cases the high dynamic ten-
sions and amplified vehicle motions in the resonance
band have been reduced significantly. The maximum
peak-to-peak dynamic tension is 30% of the uncom-
pensated maximum value. The maximum uncompen-
sated vehicle heave (1.5 times the ship motion) that
accompanied the high dynamic tensions is reduced by
more than 50%.

At longer wave periods the bobbing crane compen-
sator is less effective. The typical uncompensated
behavior is low dynamic tensions and vehicle motion
equivalent to ship motion. With heave compensation
there is little change in dynamic tension and a slight
increase in vehicle motion. In fact, at a tow speed of
1 m/s the maximum compensated vehicle heave
(1.85m peak)is greaterthanthemaximumuncompen-
sated vehicle heave (1.78 m peak). This increase is
attributed to a slight shift in the resonance band with
the addition of the crane to the cable/vehicle system.
The crane compensator does not reduce the vehicle
motions in longer waves because the dynamic tensions
arenotgreatenoughto rotatetheboom. Withoutboom
rotation there is no motion compensation. In these
conditions there is l i ttle risk of a cable fai lure, but
videoimagingandsonarsurveying of theseafloor may
be degraded.

6.1 Crane Spring Rate

A typical curve of effective crane spring rate versus
boom angle from horizontal is shown in Figure 10.

The spring rate is defined as the additional cable ten-
sion that generates one meter of motion in the axial
directionof thecable,andis calculatedfor incremental

motions. The general shape is created by the non-lin-
ear geometric relationships that change the net torque
on the boom applied by both the cable and the piston
andthatchangethefractionof motionalignedwith the
cable axis as the boom rotates. It is characterized by a
sharpgradientin springrateat low boomangles,a rel-
atively flat spring rate at middle boom angles, and a
sensitive spring rate at high boom angles that may
sharplyincreaseor sharplydecreasewith possibleneg-
ative spring rates.

The sharp gradient at low boom angles is generated
by increasing piston torque, decreasing cable induced
torque and minimal motion along the cable axis. Pis-
ton torque rises because of increases in both cylinder
pressure and the component of piston torque perpen-
dicular to the boom as boom angle decreases. Cable
induced torque is a maximum when the boom is per-
pendicularto thetowing cable. As theboomrotatesin
either direction away from this angle, both the compo-
nent of tension perpendicular to the boom and the
moment arm decrease. Large increases in tension are
necessary to balance the increasing piston torque. In
addition,thecomponentof overboardsheavemotionin
theaxial cabledirectionis greatestwhentheboomand
tow cable are perpendicular; this component also
decreases as the boom rotates away from this angle.

Thespringratecurvebecomesflatterwhentheangle
between the boom and the tow cable approaches 90°.
In this condition the rate of change of cable induced
torque and the component of boom rotation along the
cable axis are reduced.

At high boom angles the spring rate curve is very
sensitive to the geometry. Small components of the
piston force and cable tension contribute to torque on
theboomandthecomponentof cranemotionalongthe
cable axis approaches a minimum value. Small shifts
in geometrymayrequirelargechangesin cabletension
to balance the boom. It is these conditions that gener-
atethesharpgradientsat thehighboomangles.A con-
dition thatmustbeavoidedis a negative springrate. If
theanglebetweenthetow cableandtheboombecomes
small (<30°, but also dependent on piston angle) the
geometry requires increases in cable tension to main-
tain a torque balance. This unstable condition results
in the crane being forced against its upper limit.

The other compensation systems mentioned previ-
ously do not have the geometry problems that exist
with the bobbing crane. Ram tensioners remain paral-
lel to the tow cable or dril l pipe. Instead of dealing
with torques,asin thebobbingcrane,thesecompensa-
torsreactto forcesthatarealignedwith thedirectionof
compensating motion.

The bobbing crane compensator spring rate curve
shifts vertically and horizontally depending on towing
conditions and crane parameters. The impact of bal-
ance position, piston position and fluid system vari-

Figure 10. Typical Crane Spring Rate Referenced to Cable
Axial Direction
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ables on crane spring rate were studied. The piston
position is constant once the design is finalized and
therefore must be optimized for all towing conditions.
Both balance position and working pressure are vari-
ablesthatcanbechangedto minimizestiffnessastow-
ing condi tions change. Damping, dependent on
friction andrestrictionof flow, receivedminorattention
during the passive analyses. Using estimates of mini-
mum achievable damping in a crane system, the stiff-
ness dominates compensator performance.

6.2 Crane Balance Position

During heave compensation operations, the crane
bobsup anddown abouta balanceposition. This posi-
tion is dependent on the nominal piston force and the
staticcableandboomloads. Ideally, abalanceposition
that generates a spring rate curve of minimum value
should be selected. A second important cri teria is
maintaining adequate margin from a boom rotation
limit. Figure 11 shows four spring rate curves for dif-

ferent combinations of two balance angles and two
cable angles (tow speed dependent) at a depth of
3000meters.Thevalues,10° and40°, definetherange
of boom angles used for the balance position. This
providesa rotationalmargin of 30° to thelimits within
the boom rotation range of 20° below to 70° above the
horizontal. However, it should be noted that the effec-
tive compensation distance produced by any given
boom rotation is dependent on the change along the
cable axis not the actual distance that the overboard
sheave moves.

Figure 11 indicates that the minimum spring rate
value and flattest spring rate curve are achieved at the
upperlimit of thebalanceanglerange,40°. Theeffect
of balance angle on spring rate curve is most evident
for a towing angle of 50°. The spring rate value is
12 kN/m when balanced at 10° and 8 kN/m when bal-

ancedat 40°. Theeffect of balancepositionis reduced
when FOSS is suspended vertically rather than towed
at a forward speed. The spring rate value decreases
only 1 kN/m, from 5.5 kN/m at 10° to 4.5 kN/m at
40°. This is attributedto theangularrelationshipof the
piston and the cable. If the piston and the cable are
parallel(asin theramtensioner),thespringrategradi-
ent becomes dependent on f l ui d system (see
Section 6.4) rather than geometry and a very flat curve
is achievable. With the bobbing crane configuration
this is not feasible,but it is evidentfrom all four curves
in Figure 11 that the slope of the spring rate curve
decreases as the piston becomes more aligned with the
cable. This happensat muchlower boomangleswhen
FOSS is suspended vertically rather than towed at a
forward speed. It should also be noted that these real-
istic springratevaluesaresignificantlyhigherthanthe
desirable range of <300 N/m discussed for an ideal
compensator in Section5.

For theresultspresentedin Figures8a,8b,8c,9a,9b
and 9c, the balance position was set at 10° for cable
angles (from horizontal) greater than 80°, perpendicu-
lar to the cable for angles between 50° and 80° and at
40° for cable angles less than 50°. Sl ightly better
results would be possible for the zero forward speed,
low wave height condition if the balance angle were
increased, but the effective upward compensation dis-
tance for this condition when balanced at 40° is less
than 3 meters. With possible peak heave motions of
over 3 meters in worst sea state 4 conditions, it will be
necessary to lower the boom balance angle. Maintain-
ing theoptimumbalancepositionasseastateandtow-
ing conditions change is important in ensuring that the
crane does not reach a limit. The crane should be out-
fitted with sensors that indicate cable tension, towing
angle and boom rotation. With these inputs automatic
control of balance position is achievable.

6.3 Piston Position

Positioningof theboompistonis critical in thebob-
bing crane design. The required piston force for bal-
ancing the boom and the motion of the piston as the
boomrotatesaredependenton theangularrelationship
between the boom and the piston. This is set by the
piston end positions relative to the boom pivot point.
Springrateathighboomanglesis particularlysensitive
to piston position. Shifting the horizontal position of
thepistonbaselessthan0.2m mayshift thespringrate
curve gradient f rom sharply negative to sharply
positive. A position which ensures that the negative
spring rates do not exist in the boom rotation range is
necessary and must be verified at all towing angles.
Accomplishing this results in slightly higher spring
rates over the entire operating range.

Figure 11. Effect on Spring Rate of Balance Position and
Cable Towing Angle (Depth = 3000 m)
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6.4 Fluid System Variables

Thecritical variablesin thefluid systemarethebal-
ance pressure and gas volume. These values are
bounded to some extent by equipment capabilities and
the need to vary them wi th changes i n towi ng
conditions. The major components of the fluid system
include the main piston (may actually be two pistons
located on the sides of the boom for cable clearance),
the accumulator, the accumulator back-up volume, the
compressor and the vent. These components are
shown in Figure12.

The balance pressure is the pressure required to
position the boom at the balance angle perpendicular
(or approximately, see Section 6.2) to the towing
angle. It is primarily dependenton thestaticcableten-
sion and the towing angle. In our design we have
ensured that the balance pressure plus pressure
increases from compensation remain under 20 MPa
(3000 psi). The balance pressure at three depths and
three towing speeds are shown in Table 4. Changing

balance pressure is accomplished with the compressor
and vent valve connected to the back-up gas volume.
The effect of the balance pressure on compensator
spring rate is shown in Figure 13 at three depths and a
constantcableangle. Thespringrateis highestfor the

deep system because of the higher static load and
required higher balance pressure. Since the change in
systempressureis a fractionof thebalancepressure,it
is higher when the balance pressure is higher. The
increased system pressure results in greater changes in
piston torque for a given piston motion, which in turn
must be offset with a greater change in cable tension
for the boom to rotate. Without the cable tension
changes, the boom does not rotate and compensator
performance is minimal.

In addition to the balance pressure and geometric
factors, the spring rate is dependent on the ratio of the
cylinder volumeto theback-upgasvolume. If thecyl-
inder volume is small relative to the back-up volume
there is less change in pressure and therefore a flatter
spring rate curve. However, the benefit from increas-
ing the back-up gas volume reaches a point of dimin-
ishing returns because the spring rate is primari ly
governed by geometry. In addition, there are practical
l imitations on the back-up volume such as storage
space and the need to change system pressure. With a
slewing crane, the back-up volume should be located
on the crane platform, and the compressor and vent
must be sized to allow the system pressure to balance
changes in static load during deployment and retrieval
at rates up to 100 meters/minute. The gas volume in
the analyzed design is 0.3 m3, five times the cylinder
volume;thiscorrespondsto a±15%changein pressure
from the piston mid-extension value.

6.5 Other Factors

The dependence of compensator performance on
balancepressuregeneratedsomethoughtinto reducing
its required magnitude. Two possible techniques are
balancing the boom and reducing the weight of the
vehicle. An unbalanced boom generates a torque on
theboombasedonits mass,centerof gravity andboom
angle. If this is offset, then the balance pressure may

Figure 12. Typical Fluid system Components

Table 4. Balance Pressure f or Various Conditions

Depth (m) Tow Speed
(m/s)

Pressure
(MPa)

100 0.0 5.45
100 .5 5.46
100 1.0 5.49

3000 0.0 9.08
3000 0.5 9.71
3000 1.0 13.29
6000 0.0 12.81
6000 0.5 14.03
6000 1.0 18.87

Figure 13. Effect on Spring Rate of Balance Pressure
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be reduced. The boom mass torque represents a
greater portion of the total torque at shallow depths
(40%) than at greater depths (17% max) where it has
little effect on crane spring rate. A secondary benefit
of a balanced boom is reduced ship induced boom
movement not directly caused by changes in cable
tension. However, with the limited effect at greater
depths, a desire to limit crane size and a requirement
that the crane slew during towing operations, a bal-
ancedboomwill notbepursuedfor theFOSSsystem.

Reducing the vehicle weight wil l also reduce the
balance pressure. Like a balanced boom the lighter
vehiclehasmoreimpactonspringratenearthesurface
where i t generates most of the cable tension. An
importantconcernwhenreducingthevehicleweight is
the weight to drag ratio. It is critical that the vehicle
terminal velocity be greater than maximum ship verti-
cal componentof velocity, especiallyif thesystemwill
beusedwithoutacompensator. Lighteningthevehicle
for compensated operations and then ballasting for
uncompensated operations is one method of dealing
with this issue.

Anothervariablethateffectsbobbingcranecompen-
sator performance is boom length. A longer boom
generates more boom motion per unit of rotation, thus
equivalent compensation motion is accomplished with
a reduced boom rotation range. Reducing the boom
rotation range allows the piston position to be shifted
to generatelower cranespringrateswithout therisk of
negative spring rates. However, crane and deck
strength requirements limit changes in boom length
and thus achievable reductions of spring rate.

The passive bobbing crane compensator is effective
at minimizing vehicle motion and dynamic tensions
present in resonance conditions, but wil l not reduce
vehicle motions that occur simultaneously with low
dynamic tensions because of a high spring rate that is
inherent to the bobbing crane geometry.

7 ACTIVE COMPENSATOR

In order to further improve the performance of the
compensator, it is necessary to gain more control over
the compensator motion in response to cable tension.
What is needed is a means to directly regulate the ten-
sion in the cable as a way to overcome the geometric
limitations that govern the effective spring rate of the
passive bobbing crane. If the cable tension is mea-
sured, this information can be used in a feedback sys-
tem to actively control the boom position in order to
zerothetensionvariations.Suchasystemcanproduce
very small motions of the vehicle at the end of the
cable, but cannot di rectly maintain the boom in a
desiredmeanpositionnorcanit beeasily“de-tuned”to
limit boom travel in high sea state conditions.

If the cable angle leaving the overboard sheave and
the boom angle are also measured, they can be used
together to compute the linear motion of the cable in
thedirectionof thecableaxis. Knowledgeof thecable
motion, together with the tension, allows the boom to
becontrolledto produceany desiredcabletensionasa
function of axial cable “ length” and speed, thus creat-
ing anartificial springand/ordamperof any value. If a
low synthetic spring rate of 100 to 200 N/m of axial
tethermotionis created,it will keeptheboomcentered
about a desired angle, while still allowing substantial
reduction of vehicle motion at all depths. This perfor-
mance is shown in Figures 14a, 14b and 14c for a
spring rate of 100 N/m and zero damping (the active
compensator achieves zero damping by overcoming
any i nherent real dampi ng i n other system
components). Heave at the vehicle is shown to be less
than 0.2 meters ampl i tude for a 1.5 meter surface
ampl i tude wi th al l wave peri ods shorter than
16 seconds, cable tension varies only a few hundred
Newtons peak-to-peak, and boom travel does not
exceed 35° peak-to-peak. Greater reductions in heave
can be accomplished through the use of lower spring
rates, i f adequate centering of the boom can be
maintained.

When high sea states are encountered, boom travel
must be l imi ted at the expense of compensator
performance. Use of square law damping avoids the
resonances associated with high spring rates (see
Section 5) and simultaneously avoids excessive penal-
ties during intervals of moderate waves. Figures 15a,
15b and 15c show the response to the same heave as
Figures 14a, 14b and 14c with the synthetic damping
increasedfrom zeroto 3000Ns2/m2 andthespringrate
at 200 N/m, values suitable for boom control with sig-
nificant heave of 3 meters amplitude (6 meters crest to
trough). Heave performance degrades to 0.7 meters at
the vehicle for 16 second and faster waves, while ten-
sions rise to 10 kN peak-to-peak for 6 second waves
and boom motions are reduced to 20° peak-to-peak.
With 3 meterheaveshown in Figures16a,16band16c,
vehicle heave is about 1.6 meters in 16 second waves,
and tension is less than 20 kN peak-to-peak and boom
travel less than 40°, both in 6second waves.

The power required by an active compensator is
dependenton theimplementationof thesystem.In the
limiting case, the cable does not move axially and the
only power input is that to accelerate the mass of the
boomasit rotatesaboutits pivot, andeventhis requires
zeromeanpower. However, it is still necessaryto sup-
port the static tension of the cable. If the tension is
supportedby thesamedevice thatprovidesactivecom-
pensation (e.g. a winch or the main cylinder of a bob-
bing crane), the power can be very high indeed. For
example,considerthecaseof 2.5meteramplitudeseas
with a 1 rad/sec wave frequency (6 second period); the
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peakwinch rateis 2.5m/sand,with FOSSand6000m
of cable supported, the static tension is 67 kN for a
peak power of 167 kW (225 hp). Assuming no energy
recoveryduringpayout,theaveragepoweroveracycle
is about 50 kW (70 hp). Energy recovery with a tradi-

tionalhydraulicsystemwouldbevirtually nil, andeven
with an electric system, assuming 80% efficiency in
eachdirection,only 64%of theenergy couldbereused
each cycle.

Figure 14a. Vehicle Heave

Figure 14b. Dynamic Tension

Figure 14c. Boom Travel
Active Compensated Response to 1.5 m Ship Heave at Zero
Tow Speed with Spring Rate of 100 N/m and Zero Damping
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Figure 15a. Vehicle Heave

Figure 15b. Dynamic Tension

Figure 15c. Boom Travel
Active Compensated Response to 1.5 m Ship Heave at Zero

Tow Speed with Spring Rate of 200 N/m and Damping of
3000 N/(m/s)2
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This power can be considerably reduced by using
the passive compensati on system di scussed i n
Section6 to supportthestaticload,andaddinga paral-
lel active system just to modify the dynamics of the
crane while the passive portion stores and returns the

bulk of theenergy. If theactiveportionis implemented
as a typical hydraulic servo system, with a servo valve
throttlingoil from aconstantpressuresourceto thetwo
sides of a piston, the power consumed equals the flow
rate times the system pressure, regardless of whether
the piston is actually doing work or not. Under this
assumption, and using the passive crane of Section 6
and the 2.5 m wave condi tion, the peak power for
activecompensationis 20to 40kW (dependingonhow
muchexcesssystempressureis assumed)andtheaver-
age power is 12 to 25 kW. For comparison, the real
peak power (force times velocity of the piston) is only
10kW andtheaverage(allowing for 100%recoveryof
returnedenergy) is only 1 kW. Thusthis active system
couldbeimplementedwith a practicalelectricalactua-
tor, althoughahydraulicsystemmaybebettersuitedto
the environment on the fantail of a ship.

It is interestingto notethattheactivepower required
by such a system, when set f or dampi ng of
3000Ns2/m2 in thesame2.5m sea,is lessthanfor the
unconstrained case. This occurs because most of the
power is required to overcome the overly stiff spring
that the passive system provides, and when restrained,
the boom moves less and thus lower passive system
forces and travels are encountered. The power for a
hydraulic implementation drops by about a factor of
two, while the peak real power stays about the same.
The real average power actually becomes negative at
about -2.5 kW, representing the power absorbed by a
damper.

8 SUMMARY

A bobbing crane heave compensator has been
selected for FOSS based on its reduced cyclic bending
of the cable compared to competing implementations.
Theprincipaldefectof thepassive versionof this com-
pensator is its geometrically limited effective spring
rate. The spring rate can be minimized by careful
designof theboomandpistongeometry. Theresulting
high minimum spring rate has been shown to signifi-
cantly reduce the maximum dynamic tensions that can
be excited in the tow cable under certain depth and
waveconditions,but it doesnotallow thevehicleheave
motions to be reduced to the extent desirable for best
sonar and camera imaging.

Adding an active drive system to the passive crane
will allow a significantreductionin vehicleheave for a
modest expenditure of energy. Furthermore, the sys-
temcanbedesignedsothatfailureof theactivesystem
would generallyreducethesystemto its passive mode,
rather than cause total failure.

The first implementation of the FOSS compensator
will be a passive only crane, because it can reduce the
risk of cable fai lure due to excessive cable tension.
This crane will be constructed with appropriate fea-

Figure 16a. Vehicle Heave

Figure 16b. Dynamic Tension

Figure 16c. Boom Travel
Active Compensated Response to 3 m Ship Heave at Zero
Tow Speed with Spring Rate of 200 N/m and Damping of

3000 N/(m/s)2
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tures to allow the active drive components to be added
in the future if operational experience indicates that an
active system is desirable.
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